
Llamanodes.net
Welcome To

LlamaNodes opens up a world of boundless possibilities by 
surpassing the constraints of conventional finance. Enter 
LlamaNodes' dynamic environment and get a firsthand look at 
the cutting edge of bitcoin innovation.



About Us
Who We Are

We're glad you found LlamaNodes, your reliable partner in the worlds of blockchain technology and 

decentralised finance (DeFi). We at LlamaNodes are enthusiastic about coming up with new ways to help our 

users reach their full potential in the digital economy, which is changing quickly.

We specialise in safe and dependable staking services for a number of well-known coins, such as APTOS, 

ATOM, OSMOSIS, Optimism, Matic, Fantom, NEAR, and SUI. If you stake with LlamaNodes, you can make silent 

income and help keep these blockchain networks safe and stable at the same time.

Besides our staking services, we also have a number of royalty and prize programmes that are meant to thank 

our regular users. This site, LlamaNodes, has something for everyone, from experienced investors to people 

who are new to DeFi.

Introducing LlamaNodes Staking: Investing in and Strengthening Digital Assets!



How to Generate
Cryptocurrency

Process

Cryptocurrency is generated through a process called mining, 
where powerful computers solve complex mathematical 
problems to validate and record transactions on a decentralized 
network, such as blockchain, in exchange for newly minted 
coins as rewards.

Top 3 types to generate Cryptocurrency

Proof of Work

Trading

Proof of Stake



Sustaining the Llama paradigm
Top Coins

Enhancing peer-to-peer network capabilities

COSMOS ATOM

OSMOSIS

FANTOM

POLYGON MATIC

SUI

NEAR

OPTIMISM

APTOS



COSMOS ATOM
Cosmos Atom

A major concern for some in the crypto industry centers on the levels of 
fragmentation seen in blockchain networks. There are hundreds in 
existence, but very few of them can communicate with each other. 
Cosmos aims to turn this on its head by making this possible.

Cosmos is described as “Blockchain 3.0” — and as we mentioned 
earlier, a big goal is ensuring that its infrastructure is straightforward to 
use.



OSMOSIS
Osmosis

Osmosis has customizable liquidity pools. Unlike Uniswap, where LPs 
can provide liquidity only to a two-token pool with an equal ratio, 
Osmosis allows for providing liquidity to pools with several tokens and 
unequal ratios.

Coordination between stakeholders is of equal importance, which is 
why liquidity pool shares on Osmosis are not only used to calculate the 
fractional ownership of a liquidity pool, but also the right to participate 
in the strategic decision-making of the liquidity pool as well.



FANTOM
Fantom

Fantom attempts to use a new scratch-built consensus mechanism to 
facilitate DeFi and related services on the basis of smart contracts.

The mechanism, Lachesis, promises much higher capacity and 
two-second transaction finalization, along with improvements to 
security over traditional proof-of-stake (PoS) algorithm-based 
platforms.

Through token sales in 2018, Fantom raised almost $40 million to fund 
development.

https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/article/proof-of-work-vs-proof-of-stake


POLYGON MATIC
Matic

Polygon is self-described as a Layer 2 scaling solution, which means 
that the project doesn’t seek to upgrade its current basic blockchain 
layer any time soon.

Polygon uses a customized version of the Plasma framework which is 
built on proof-of-stake checkpoints that run through the Ethereum 
main-chain.



SUI
Sui

Sui’s innovative architecture offers low-latency transactions with stable 

transaction fees, high throughput through horizontal scaling and 

parallelized execution, and empowers developers with powerful 

capabilities and tools to craft the next generation of Web3 applications.

At the heart of Sui's uniqueness lies its object-oriented design, offering 
a new way of developing on blockchain. Offering powerful capabilities 
in a way that ensures deep composability with important developer and 
user safety measures.



NEAR
Near

NEAR uses its Nightshade technology to improve transaction 

throughput massively. Nightshade is a variation of sharding, in which 

individual sets of validators process transactions in parallel across 

multiple sharded chains, improving the overall capacity of the 

blockchain. In contrast to “regular” sharding, shards in Nightshade 

produce a fraction of the next block, called “chunks.” In doing so, NEAR 

Protocol is able to achieve up to 100,000 transactions per second and 

achieve near-instant transaction finality thanks to a one-second block 

cadence while simultaneously keeping transaction fees at virtually zero.

https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/sharding


OPTIMISM
Optimism

Optimism aims for the minimum number of moving parts while building 

a layer-two solution for Ethereum. In practice, this means using proven 

Ethereum code and infrastructure when possible. Optimism thus aims 

to keep its code as simple as possible and work directly with existing 

codebases.

Transactions are submitted to Ethereum without direct proof of validity 

and can be challenged for a certain period of time (currently seven 

days). After that, a transaction is considered final. That is why 

withdrawals from Optimism to Ethereum take seven days to complete.



For a start, the Aptos team claims that its network can process over 

150,000 tps. By comparison, Ethereum’s mainnet tps is around 12 to 15.

This high transaction throughput is possible through a parallel 

execution engine (Block-STM) — a byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) PoS 

consensus mechanism. For context, most blockchains execute 

transactions sequentially, which means that a single failed transaction 

or high demand on the network could hold up the entire chain.

APTOS
Aptos

https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/byzantine-fault-tolerance-bft
https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/consensus-mechanism


Referral Program
Refer Your Friends

If you want to enjoy using LlamaNodes , share your referral link with your friends and colleagues to earn 10% to 30% of 

their revenue.

How it Works

When you refer someone to LlamaNodes Premium using your unique referral link. Persons who use the referral code, 

receive 8% Matching Bonus 1:1 Matching in credits and all Premium features as soon as they spend $50 with 

LlamaNodes Premium. Person who gives out the referral code *EARN 10% to 30% * of the revenue they bring to 

LlamaNodes This is activated after the referee enters in the Matching Bonus Royalty

Program for up to 36 Months.



Matching Bonus
REFER YOUR FRIENDS

*When you refer someone to LlamaNodes Premium using your unique referral link.

*Persons who use the referral code, receive 8% Matching Bonus 1:1 Matching bonus.
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Matching Bonus Royalty
Refer Your Friends

Example - Your team invests $100000 (Left) and $100000 (Right) , you will earn $8000 as 
Matching Bonus and as well as you enter Matching Bonus Royalty Program , as a reward you 

will earn $1500 per month up to next 36 months.

MATCHING
10000:10000

50(PM)

MATCHING
20000:20000

100(PM)

MATCHING
50000:50000

500(PM)

MATCHING
100000:100000

1500(PM)

MATCHING
250000:250000

5000(PM)

MATCHING
50000:50000

10000(PM)



Withdrawal
How to Get

You can stake in SUI, Polygon (Matic), Optimism (OP), Fantom (FTM), 
APTOS (APT), COSMOS (ATOM), NEAR PROTOCOL (NEAR), OSMOSIS 
(OSMO).

*User will need to capture the receiving address of above mentioned Block 
chain Addresses only and that will one chance to capture the Blockchain 
Receiving Address ,enter Blockchain Address carefully, once submitted 
never changed. All staking income and other rewards will be credited 
automatically in your given Blockchain Address thrice in a month on 5,15 
and 25.

Note- You will get SUI (SUI), Polygon (Matic), Optimism (OP), Fantom 
(FTM), APTOS (APT), COSMOS (ATOM), NEAR PROTOCOL (NEAR), 
OSMOSIS (OSMO). equivalent value of USDT.



Advantages with Llamanodes
Our Features

LlamaNodes is a leading platform for cryptocurrency staking, specializing in coins like APTOS, ATOM, OSMOSIS, 
Optimism, Matic, Fantom, NEAR, and SUI. Our platform is designed to simplify the staking process, offering 
guaranteed returns, matching bonuses, royalties, and other benefits. We provide a user-friendly interface, 

expert guidance, and a range of tools to help customers make informed decisions. With LlamaNodes, 
customers can stake with confidence, knowing that their investments are secure and that they're maximizing 

their returns.

Moreover, LlamaNodes offers a unique opportunity for customers to earn passive income through our royalty 
program. This program allows customers to earn ongoing income based on the performance of their staked 

assets. With LlamaNodes, customers can benefit from their investments over the long term, enjoying a reliable 
source of revenue. Our platform is built on cutting-edge technology, ensuring the highest levels of security and 

reliability. With LlamaNodes, customers can stake with confidence, knowing that they're maximizing their 
returns while minimizing risk.



Let’s Start
How to Enter

*Deposit at least $50 into your LlamaNodes account to activate Premium Referral Code.

*Generate a referral code that is tied to your web3 wallet.Share it and spread the LlamaNodes word!!

Earn 10% to 30% of the revenue that your referrals bring to LlamaNodes.

*User must keep into mind , earning of network income would be 5X of their initial amount they invested with 
Llamanodesweb3.After that user will re-invest the account to continues earning with LlamaNodes.

*Daily capping of income would be equivalent their current package.



Our Mobile App is
Coming Soon

IOS & Android



Llama FX is
Coming Soon

Forex Pair Trade



Llama Games
Coming Soon

Our Games



Llama Web 3 wallet &
Hard Wallet is 
Coming Soon

Keep your assets Safe



Happy Staking with
Llamanodes.net

www.llamanodes.net


